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An evening of French culture
raises cash for Alliance

Alliance Française will be hosting a special fundraiser on Saturday to mark Bastille Day

By Kenichi Serino

An evening marking
Bastille
Day
and French culture
has helped to raise
funds for the Alliance
Française St. Kitts’
projects in the coming
year.
The Alliance Française
raised
about
EC
$12,000 at its annual
Bastille Day fundraiser at Goverment
House hosted by Sir
S.W. Tapley Seaton.
Alliance Française St.
Kitts director Marine
Mancaut said the event
is the primary fundraiser for the organisation for the year.

Winner of the 2019 French Singing competition Turquoisa Henry performs.

also a bar serving up the learning of young were studying busi- with the Frenchstudents as well as ness, medicine or who speaking islands in
French wine.
adult learners who just wanted to connect the West Indies.
“The public enjoyed
the atmosphere, the
food, drinks and the
entertainment.
We
had a great mix of
traditional
music
with the flute, the
drums and masquerades provided by the
Department of Culture
“That is the great di- and we had the honversity of the crowd our of having King
that satellites around Socrates to perform
the centre,” said for us,” said Mancout.
Mancaut.
“Some people even
The fundraiser fea- took the mic to render
tured a French buffet a song at the end. This
with entertainment is the atmosphere we
from the Department like to provide, simple
and enjoyable.”
of Culture
Many
nationalities were also represented
including
local Kittitians and
Nevisians as well as
people from France,
Belgium,
Canada,
Venezuela, Mexico,
Cuba,
Dominica,
Nigeria,
South
Africa, the United
States and Russia.

including flutes and
dance as well as a
from
“[We were] very happy performance
to see about 120 per- the winner of the
sons who came to sup- Alliance Française’s
port the organisation, French Singing comTurquoisa
and very happy about petition
the support of all our Henry.
sponsors who provided their best French The buffet featured
meals for the occa- such French specialsion,” said Mancaut. ties such as coq au
vin, gratin dauphiShe said that among noise, beef bourguithe
guests
were gnon and macaroons
Alliance Française prepared and sponmembers,
part- sored by local resners and students. taurants. There was

But while the Bastille
Day event is the main
fundraiser for the
Alliance
Française,
it is not the only one.
Mancaut said that in
a couple of months
they’ll be back to
raising funds for the
organisation.
During the event
Alliance
Française
President Kara Daly
and Mancaut spoke
on the importance of
the organisation, saying that it supported
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Restaurant week opens with a bang

Permanent Secretary for Tourism John Hanley speaks at the Tasting Showcase on Saturday

Restaurant Week began on July 18 and
will end on July 28.
The Restaurant Week The event showcases
tasting showcase on special menus from a
Nevis went down with number of restaurants
a bang with almost in St. Kitts and Nevis.
300 hundred patrons The restaurants are
sampling foods with encouraged to use the
the themed ingredient themed ingredient cococonut from 22 res- conut in their dishes.
taurants and vendors
Saturday’s showcase
on Saturday.
was held at the Artisan
The fifth edition of Village in Nevis.
the St. Kitts-Nevis Permanent Secretary
By Monique Washington

Patrons at the showcase enjoyed a variety of food samples featuring coconut.

to be a more versatile
ingredient, something
easier to work with,
something easy to
find,” he said.

liaison with agriculture, they let us know
a crop they would like
for us to focus on,” he
said.

Hanley said the reason why theme ingredients are chosen
for Restaurant Week
was to show the general public a number
of ways the ingredient can be used and to
stimulate local pro“Coconut was thought duction. “We always

Hanley called the day’s
event at the Artisan
Village “successful”.
He said the hosting
venue had been shifted
there to “share the responsibility’ for the
showcase.

in the Ministry of
Tourism John Hanley
explained how the
themed ingredient was
selected.
“We had two possible
ingredients
which
were papaya and coconut. We asked the restaurants to vote and by
a not so wide margin
coconut was chosen,”
said Hanley.

“We don’t want to

burden one establishment with hosting it
every year. Plus persons who regularly attend the showcase, we
wanted to give them a
different experience,”
said Hanley.
“The event at the
Artisan Village was
very successful. We
might have it there
next year.”
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EDITORIAL

Our Patrimony
Patrimony (defined as property ownership), is a very critical part of our
culture and history. Week after week, notices appear in the newspapers
about patrimony. Sadly, some notices are for property foreclosures, some
are of lost certificates of title to land, but others are notices of intention to
own land.
The history of land ownership is different for St Kitts and for Nevis.
Whereas Nevis developed a peasantry in the late 19th century and early
20th century, St Kitts continued in plantocracy well into the 20th century
until the sugar industry ceased to exist. Thus, there has been a longer
history of land ownership and patrimony in Nevis. Nowadays, that does
not matter as both islands have now converged into a similar pathway;
Government has become the caretaker of our patrimony.
However, as we move around the country, we see dereliction; patrimony
appears to have been abandoned. One visitor to Nevis, passing along the
island main road, going north from Charlestown, commented on such dereliction and asked for an explanation. He was told (tongue in cheek), that
we are creating historical ruins. That is not the fault of the government.
The answer is comical, but it hides a stark and sad reality; the issue of
family feuds surrounding inheritances. Unless a property is willed to a
specific family member, under our inheritance laws, every sibling (legitimate and illegitimate) is entitled to an equal share as well as any surviving
spouse (common-law may also be included) also has an entitlement. One
or more family member can buy out the others, but that hardly ever happens. Then, according to law, the property is to be sold and the proceeds
distributed. But land prices on the open market are prohibitive.
Were it not for the instrumentality of government and its land and house
distribution programmes, property ownership would have become prohibitive, especially for young people. In St Kitts, there was the Central
Housing Authority, CHA, which eventually morphed into NHC. Our
research indicated that properties sold/constructed under CHA/NHC account for more than 60% of the housing stock on St Kitts.
On Nevis, CHA was not as successful as a source of land and house ownership. It was only when the NHLDC came into being that ‘government’
housing became an accepted norm to Nevisians, to the extent that it accounts for close to 50% of the recent housing stock on the island.
Against this background, we salute the continuing work of the authorities
with its land and house ownership programme, making land affordable for
industrial and residential use.
May our patrimony continue for generations to come.
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Cultural Complex takes on new look
By Monique Washington

performance area covered,” Evelyn said.

The host venue for
most of the Culturama
competitions,
the
Cultural Complex, has
gotten a makeover,
with newly painted
seating areas and
vending booths and a
new temporary roof
over the main stage.

Evelyn said that in previous years rain falling
during a competition
would cause a long delay because of the need
to dry the stage before
a performance could
continue.

The long-awaited roof
was completed this
past week by the Public
Works
Department.
On
Tuesday,
the
Minister of Culture
Eric Evelyn said the
idea to cover the stage
had been received
by the Nevis Island
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ’s
cabinet.

Evelyn said that the
covered stage would
not hamper the view of
patrons to the stage.

“Every angle you
are at in the Cultural
Complex you will be
able to have a perfect view of what is
taking place on the
stage,” he said. “All
we have done here at
the Cultural Complex
is to enhance the expe“When the idea came rience of our patrons.
to me as a minister I We believe this will
would have taken the also enhance the aesidea to the cabinet. We thetic of the complex.”
ran with it right away.
I thought it was a fan- The first event slated
tastic idea to have the to take place at the

This year’s Cultural Complex main stage has received an upgrade in the form of a covering over the performance area

Cultural
Complex
is the Mr and Ms
Talented Teen scheduled for Sunday, July
28.
Culturama 45
ficially opened
Thursday, July

ofon
25.

The first competition
to be held at the for
the Culturama season
is the Junior Calypso
show. Fourteen calypsonians: De Herald,
.D Reporter, Erastus,
Mighty
Caesar,
Princess
Kayla,

Mighty J, Dequon,
Lega Z, Princess
Nevaeh,
Singing
Sparkle, Divi, Lil
Legend, King Akeedo,
Princess
Mareka
are all seeking to
dethrone
reigning
King Invincible. The

competition begins at
8pm.
Culturama will run
from July 25 to August
6 under the theme
“Love, Passion, Pride.
Culturama 45’.
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Sea Bridge open--for now
its landing dock for
much of last week,
and customers unable
The Sea Bridge is to use the service.
back up and running,
though its exact fu- The saga first began
ture is unclear as the on July 14 when pamatter of access to its trons who were seeklanding site in Cades ing to travel on the
Bay continues to be Sea Bridge arrived at
the Nevis landing site
fought in court.
to see a locked gate.
On
Wednesday,
Sea Bridge owner On July 18, The
Rawlinson Isaac told Observer saw a noThe Observer that tice posted in the area
the court had allowed of the Sea Bridge that
them access to the read: “To our Valued
Customers.
Sea
property.
Bridge will be tempoHowever, he said rarily out of service.
the matter was still
rebefore the court and Management
had not yet been grets any inconvenience caused to the
resolved.
Travelling Public”
He would not be able
to give any further The Observer made
information until af- an attempted to conter the court decides tact the owner of
the property that the
on the matter.
Sea Bridge docks in
The
Sea
Bridge Nevis, Greg Hartman,
was locked out of but was unsuccessful.
By Monique Washington

The Sea Bridge is back up and running
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Fern Hill not Nevlec problem: Brantley
By Monique Washington

owned by a private entity,”
read the statement.

The recent power outage
at Fern Hill was due to underground wire problems
and not the responsibility
of Nevlec to fix, said Nevis
Premier Mark Brantley who
is also the minister in charge
of Nevlec.

However, Nevlec said that it
managed to restore power to
Fern Hill on July 21.

“Whilst it is the usual practice of Nevlec to provide
a direct source of electricity to individual homes and
properties, the Fern Hill
Development utilises a different electrical distribution
framework, namely underground cabling, which is

Brantley said that Nevlec
was still engaged with Fern
Hill in restoring power and
was ready to assist in the
future. However, he added
that “It is not for the government to step into every
dispute that is out there that
is happening.”

Brantley said the blackout
was not the responsibility
of Nevlec as the infrastructure, though installed by the
power utility, was not their
Earlier this week, power at financial responsibility.
Fern Hill went out due to a
“compromise” in the under- “You cannot pass on to
Nevlec the financial responground cable network.
sibility of maintaining inAccording to a press re- frastructure that was put in
lease issued by Nevlec this by Nevlec, that is not owned
was due to more and more by Nevlec, but is the infrahomes being built in the de- structure the developers put
velopment which overload- in to deliver power to the
ed the underground system. home,” Brantley said.

CMYK

Fern Hill was without power after an underground cable overloaded.
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World-class
recording
studio to be
built in SKN
By Loshaun Dixon

Lindsay Grant.

A “world-class” recording studio will
open in St. Kitts and
Nevis next month following the success
of the St. Kitts Music
Festival.

He said the studio
would be completed
by the end of August
and production would
be organised by a
sound engineer, Azem
Bailey, who will also
manage the facility in
the interim.

“Because we had such
an excellent music
festival we were able
to procure around EC
$100,000 to begin
the process of creating a world-class music studio in St. Kitts
that would be located
in Verchilds,” said
Minister of Tourism

Kitts.”
“We have the concepts
done already, the equip- Grant added that this
ment will be ordered development was another investment in the
first thing next week.
young people of St.
He has assured me Kitts and Nevis who
that within a matter of are involved in music.
six to eight weeks we
would have a first-class “What we are going
recording studio in St. to do is to ensure that

CMYK

File Photo of Minister of Tourism Lindsay Grant

the young people in St.
Kitts and Nevis have
another opportunity to
ensure that the trade in
which they ply is enhanced,” he said.

would be joined in the
middle and will use
high-end equipment.
The studio will be
made available to local,
regional and international acts.

He explained that the
structure of the studio “This is for everybody
will be modifying two from bands to indi20 ft containers that viduals being provided

through the Ministry of
Tourism to keep young
people engage and provide more performing
talent,” Grant said.
Grant did not give details on how the funds
were procured nor
how exactly the studio
would be operated.
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE
Vacancy

Gardner please call
Marcia Wilson
1 201 290 8888

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Handyman
needed
Building maintenance
3 Kings Services
contact 665-1926

Vacancy
Anthony Construstion
seeking a housekeep
6692262

Vacancy
REAL
ESTATE EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT REAL
ESTATE REAL ESTATE
EMPLOYMENT Vacancy
EMPLOYMENT
Vacancy
Vacancy
Vacancy
Colors Duty Free
Jewellers is seeking a
watch horologist must
have 5 years experience and watch horology training. 465-2030

Vacancy
Bernard Construction
Services
Wanted: Labourer
Contact :668-2752

Vacancy
Wesk Limited
Seeking One
Deck Hand
Contact : 663-4167

Vacancy

Vacancy

Felicity Sewing Shop
is looking for an assistant if interested
Contact # 765-4551
Email: felicitisewingshop@yahoo.com

Zoe Sensational Life
Occupational
Physio Therapist
Naturopathic Doctor &
Organic Pastry Baker
Contact:660-3647

Vacancy
Sam’s Carpentry
is seeking a carpenter must have 3
years experience
contact- 6636245

Vacancy
2 Bedrooms,
unfurnish
Call:469-5723 6643077 665-1025

New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy

Total Power equipment
is looking for a cleaner
662-8161

Survivors Bar
Shop Keeper
Contact: 668-8525

Vacancy

Vacancy

Survival Bar
Needs one Bartender
Contact : 668-8525

Need Cleaner
Contact: 764-7900

VJS Snackette
is seeking
6 Carpenter
3 chef Indian and
contential
1 purchase manager
Contact : 665 4281

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Jamaican Bakery
Needs Bakery Assistant
Contact # 660-6196

Vacancy

Effy Jewelers is looking for a jeweler and
sales person with
atleast 2 years experience, contact nick
4654358

Health Plus Pharmacy
Cashier
sales clerk
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacist
Tel:465-1072

Vacancy

Vacancy

T & T Security Service
Needs Security Officer
Contact : 661-4856 /
762-3233

Diamond Bar
Needs a Salesperson
Contact: 660-5569

Vacancy

Vacancy

New Vibes Real Vibes
Bar & Snackette
Bartender & Cook
Telephone: 663-1751

CK’S Landscaping
Nursery Attendant/
Landscaping
Contact : 667-6155

One Sales Person
Juana Boutique
Contact: 665-6682

Vacancy
H&H
One Sales Clerk
Contact: 660-9790

Mihir Enterprises:
Fort Street Basseterre
Opposite big sale store
contact 6611797
Vacancy for a sales
Representative.

Vacancy

Vacancy
Needs One reliable
male, between ages
of 25 to 40 years
Must have knowledge
of carpentry and be
able to do minor repairs
Limited Supervision
and have a drivers license
Contact: 664-9349

Vacancy

Indie Yogo St.Kitts
seeking certified
yogo instructor and
personal trainer
6605075

Vacancy
Striker’s Car Rental
Needs Mechanic
Contact:469-2654
/662-9010

COCOLOSPM
One sales person
Contact: 6679122

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Price Busters is seeking Store
Manager for Retail Store At Port
Zante
Must have 3 years retail sales &
purchase experience, and must
have managed a retail store for
atleast 2 years.
Must be honest, reliable, and trust
worthy and have a high degree of
integrity.
Excellent communication and
Listening skills, as well full computer knowledge.
Email your resume at
NKHUBCHANDI81@
GMAIL.COM

Times Square Jewels and Time is
seeking
Certified GEMOLOGIST from
Gemological Institute.
3 years sales experience
Must be honest, reliable and trust
worthy and have a high degree of
integrity.

KALI MATA IN
DBA Sharky’s is seeking a store
supervisor

Sun & Sand is seeking a store
supervisor

Excellent communication and listening skills, as well as full computer knowledge.

ContactHARKSHSADARANGANI@
YAHOO.COM

3 years experience
3 years experience
Must be flexible with timing
Spanish speaking is an assat

Must be flexible with timing
Spanish speaking is an assat
Contact- AMIRULALAM2@
HOTMAIL.COM

Email your resume at
NKHUBCHANDANI81@
GMAIL.COM .
LIQUOR LICENCES
ORDINANCE, 1906

JOB OPPORTUNITY AT

SCHEDULE A

To the Magistrate District ‘’C’’
To the Superintendent of Police.
I, Play Boy Pizza Shack
At PARADISE ESTATE in
the Parish St.Thomas’ do
hereby give you notice
That it is my intention to apply on 27thDay of August ,2019
next to the District Magistrate
At Charlestown for a Liquor Licence
in respect of my Premises in Paradise
Estate in St Thomas’ Parish, Nevis
Dated this 18th day of July 2019.
Signed: NHicks

BROOKES HAULAGE &
QUICK DELIVERY

We are seeking an Heavy
Equipment Operator
Must have over 3
years experience
Please call 869.662.8765
MR Brookes (Owner)
or 869.469.2744(Office)

SPIRITUALITY
Specilize in all types
of spiritual works- sickness
Removing of evils-Blockages
Clearances- SuccessProsperity
Reading- ECTContact - + 15926305590 or
Whatsapp - +15926305590.
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ECCB Portal ‘one-stop shop’ for data
By Kenichi Serino

A new data portal for
the Eastern Caribbean
Central Bank (ECCB)
will provide financial information from
member states and
aims to encourage
regional investment,
the bank said during
a press conference on
Tuesday.
The ECCU Public
Debt and Market
Information Portal is
a webpage found on
the bank’s website
which will provide
information on securities issued by regional
governments, public finance data, documents
related to debt legislation, and fiscal and
debt publications from
member governments.
ECCB
statistician
Rhina Meade said
the portal was a ‘onestop shop’ intended to
ECCB statistician Rhina Meade speaks at the launch
provide data from the
for the bank’s new data portal
member governments
in a “user-friendly and
region with informa- region is misrepreinformative format”.
tion about the finances sented because of a
“Once you have a of their governments. paucity of data and inworking
computer, He said the portal formation of published
tablet or phone, cou- would be of use to reports. How many
pled with a modicum investors, credit agen- times have we seen
of computer skills, this cies, brokers, academ- reports and you look
webpage is your oys- ics, students and the at the Caribbean and
it says ‘data not availmedia.
ter,’ she said.
able’?” asked Antoine.
ECCB
Governor “This initiative was
Timothy
Antoine borne out of a desire to “It is always disheartcalled the portal a ensure the public has ening to see that be“wonderful
tool” the best info available cause the truth is we
which will assist both to make informed de- have more data than
investors and members cisions,” said Antoine. you think. We could
of the public in the “Far too often our do better in terms of

A screengrab of the ECCB’s new data portal for debt and financial information from
member countries

gathering information
but the truth is that we
have more in the cupboard than we realise
if only we can get it
through
appropriate
channels.”
Antoine said the ECCB
hoped the portal would
also provide information about government
finances that would
make public debate
more fact-based and
substantial.
“Our public discourse
is often characterised
by far more heat than
light because of missing or misrepresented
facts,” he said.
The portal will also
provide information
to investors interested
in purchasing government securities in the
Regional Governments
Securities
Market
(RGSM). This is

intended to grow the as part of the RGSM.
number of people interested in purchasing “This will serve to enhance the transparency
government debt.
of the market and imAccording to Antoine, bue further confidence
only about half of in the purchase of gova per cent of the re- ernment securities,”
gion’s population had said Jackson.
become involved with
the RGSM while there But while the ECCB is
was a long-standing is- providing the platform
sue of “excess liquid- for the information,
ity” in the banking they will not be providsystem. This means ing the data itself. That
that while people and will still be provided
businesses had money by the individual minsaved in banks, they istries of finance from
were not investing it the member states via
by purchasing securi- a specially designated
ties or bonds as in- liaison officer.
vestments through the
“We’re relying heavily
RGSM.
on the governments to
Regional
Debt provide the informaC o o r d i n a t i n g tion, not much of the
Committee chairman content would come
Edmond Jackson said from the central bank
the portal could help to at this time,” said
change this by assist- ECCB adviser John
ing regional govern- Venner.
ments to sell securities
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Sargassum
takes
over Nevis
beaches
filled mostly with oxygen.
Pneumatocysts
add buoyancy to the
Sargassum, unsightly plant structure and aland
foul-smelling, low it to float on the
has completely taken surface,” said NOAA.
over many beaches on
Nevis with no end to Pemberton said that it
the the plaguing sea- is unlikely Nevis will
weed expected for the see a change in the
amount of sargassum
foreseeable future.
on its beaches. He said
On beaches such as that a lot of the seaweed
Long Haul Bay, moun- production is caused by
tains of brown, rotten the deforestation and
seaweed cover the sand. agricultural practices in
In the waters off the Brazil.
beach, the sargassum is
so thick that white sea- “It is out of our hands.
birds can be seen walk- For some years there
ing on the thick mass in has been a lot of cultithe ocean. The scent of vation in Brazil. A lot
rot discourages persons of nutrients are being
from going close to af- washed out into the
ocean. So we end up
fected beaches.
with an influx,” said
Director of Fisheries Pemberton.
Lemuel
Pemberton
told The Observer that “It stretches right
though sargassum is across the Atlantic to
not new to the island, the Caribbean. We
it has never been this would not see a reduction of the sargassum in
quantity.
the foreseeable future.”
“Ten years ago there
was sargassum on the He said that climate
beach, but it was so lit- change has also affecttle you properly didn’t ed the presence of sareven know it was there. gassum, with changing
We have never, never weather patterns bringhad anything like this ing the seaweed closer
before…and it will not to the Federation.
end right now.”
“The only thing that
According
to
the we can hope is that
National
Oceanic some measures be takand
Atmosphere en in some countries to
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n reduce their carbons in
(NOAA), sargassum is the atmosphere that we
a large brown seaweed have so that we would
that floats in island-like have a difference in the
weather patterns,” he
masses.
said.
“Upon close inspection, it is easy to see Pemberton said the
the many leafy append- turtle population can
ages, branches, and also be affected by sarround, berry-like struc- gassum, with the seatures that make up the weed trapping juvenile
plant. These “berries” turtles. This has been
are actually gas-filled the case at Long Haul
structures, called pneu- Bay. However, it has
matocysts, which are not yet affected nesting
By Monique Washington

Sargassum, a brown and foul seawood, has taken over several beaches on Nevis.

areas on Nevis.
“Luckily on the main
nesting areas like
Lovers Beach, Cades
Bay
and
Cotton
Ground we don’t get
at a lot of the sargassum. There hasn’t been
much of an impact
because the current
takes them away from
there,” he said.
Pemberton said that
some fishing practices
have been affected,
including spearfishing
and landline fishing
near land.
“Because of the sargassum, the water
quality will not be that
good and you would
not catch as much fish
as before if you are
spearfishing. Line fishing you might catch
more seaweed,” said
Pemberton.
He added that sargassum was also affecting some fisherman, as
they had to be careful
not to get the seaweed
caught in their engine
propellers.
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Four SKN athletes
set for Pan
Am Games
By Loshaun Dixon

jump bronze medallist Jermaine
Francis and a finalist for the
Women’s 100m Shenel Crooke.

A four athlete delegation will
represent St. Kitts and Nevis at Also competing is Reanda
the 2019 XVIIII Pan American Richards, who was ranked in the
Games opening in Peru on Friday. NCAA 4’s 400m hurdle event at
the close of the 2019 season.
The St Kitts and Nevis Olympic
Committee (SKNOC) announced The support team will be led by
that the delegation of four ath- Lester Hanley, Chef de Mission
letes will be joined by three team and Lonzo Wilkinson as the
Athletics Head Coach. Dr. Dwain
officials.
Archibald will serve as the Team’s
The athletes selected are all com- medical doctor.
peting in Track and Field and
will be engaged in competition The Pan Am Games Opening
from August 4 to August 10. The Ceremony will be held on Friday
team departed the Federation on 26.
Tuesday for Peru.
The St Kitts and Nevis Olympic
The athletes selected have all com- Committee in a statement said it
peted at a high level and include extended “best wishes, safe travthree competitors from the 2018 els and much success to team St
Central American and Caribbean Kitts and Nevis.”
Games: silver medallist in the
Men’s 100m Jason Rogers, high The Pan Am Games is a

Bananas
Will be OPEN all Summer Long
Until August 10th..
Lunch and dinner and drinks
CLOSED on Saturday and Sunday and Public Holidays.

From August 17 onwards (until October)
Thursday, Friday and Saturday for Dinner and Cocktails
With a NEW CHEF and a FRESH NEW MENU !

Culturama Specials
Caribbean Lamb shanks / Herbed Mashed Potato 35.00
Open seafood Pie 35.00
Guava Baby Back Ribs 25.00
Goat water and Johnny Cakes 12.00
Grilled Tuna Loin / Green Olive salsa 32.00
Call 469 1891

The four athletes set to compete for the Pan Am Games in Peru: Jason Rogers,
Shenel Crooke, Reanda Richards and Jermaine Francis

muti-sporting event in the
Americas
featuring
summer
sports, in which thousands of athletes participate in a variety of
competitions. The competition is

held among athletes from nations
of the Americas, every four years
in the year before the Summer
Olympic Games.
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Brantley: Nevis
still due ‘Fair
Share’ of CBI

By Monique Washington

While Nevis has received
about
EC
$200 million from
the Citizenship by
Investment (CBI) programme since 2015, it
was still not the “fair
share” the island was
due from the federal
government, Premier
of Nevis Mark Brantley
said on Thursday.
However,
Brantley
added that Nevis was
still getting a better share under his
Concerned
Citizens
Movement
(CCM)
than the previous
Nevis Reform Party
(NRP) government.
“It still hasn’t reached
the fair share that
Nevis should get. I’m
saying so plainly. But
to have moved from
$17.3 million under
NRP to $200 million
under CCM it tells you
we are getting a better
share than we use to,”
he said.
Speaking at his monthly press conference,
Brantley said that
from 2015 when Team
Unity took office, the
NIA received just under $200 million from

the CBI program.
“The money we have
received have been
coming in since 2015
and it is small to what
should be. When you
say ‘where has the
money gone’ I would
say the projects are on
the ground,” Brantley
said.

to joining the Team
Unity government and
when we won the elections in 2015 we said
there is a condition
to that involvement,”
said Brantley.

“Nevis must get some
of the resources, not
from the Kittitian
taxpayer, all we were
speaking about were
Brantley listed the ex- these resources coming in from that forpenditure as:
eign stream of income
$6 million was spent that comes in from
the Citizenship by
on the water taxi pier
$2.5 million on sport- Investment Program,”
Brantley said.
ing facilities
$7.7 million to developers of a geothermal Brantley said that in
a seven-year period
energy project
$10 million for the under the previous
Labour
government
Mondo track
$9 million to the from 2006 to 2013,
Nevis only received
Alexandra Hospital
$1 million for equip- $17.3 million from the
ment at long Point pier federal government.
$13.5 million for a
Brantley said that the
Nevlec generator
$6.5 million for the CCM had in opposition believed it unfair
Treasury building
$2.5 million for water that St. Kitts receive
“all” the benefits of
projects
$1 million for the CBI since it was the
Newcastle
police joint St. Kitts and
Nevis passport which
station
$2 million for a run- was being used to raise
way strip and $1.5 the funds.
million for a tower at
Vance Amory Airport. “It is a joint ownership. But when the
“There is no secret that money hit Basseterre
when CCM committed they kept all”.
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Football playoffs delayed as
court drama continues
By Loshaun Dixon

The St. Kitts and Nevis
Football Association
(SKNFA) Super 6 final that had been set
for Saturday has been
canceled with no new
date yet announced
as a court battle over
a 24-point penalty
continues.

communication officer
Andre Huie said the
organisation
would
continue to fight the
case.

He said the SKNFA
contested the court’s
jurisdiction to determine this matter and
has lodged an appeal
against the interim order. He said SKNFA
has filed a certificate
Last Friday, in a court of urgency requesthearing between Sol ing that the appeal be
Island Auto Conaree heard in an expeditious
Football Club and the time-frame.
SKNFA, Judge Eddy
Ventrose ruled that Huie added that the apthe 24 point penalty peal court is expected
imposed on the club to have a hearing this
on April 25 by the week.
SKNFA was unlawful.
The inaugural Super 6
The court determined Playoff was scheduled
that the 24 point de- to kick-off on May
duction and the trans- 29 but was postponed
fer ban instituted by pending the outcome.
the SKNFA against
the Conaree club was The playoffs have been
null and void and of delayed and the court
no effect.
SKNFA case ongoing after the

File photo of Sol Island Auto Conaree team participating in an anti-violence campaign in the wake of a stabbing incident involving on of their players.

deduction
imposed
on Conaree which followed after one of their
players involved in a
stabbing incident after
a game which resulted
in the wounding of

Raheem ‘Pipe’ Francis.

police.

The player, Glenroy
Samuel has since been
banned from play indefinitely and charged for
attempted murder by the

This court matter will affect the outcome of the
final point standings for
the playoffs. If the imposed sanctions stands,

Conaree will not be in
the competition and
Saddlers will qualify for
their first premier league
playoffs. Conaree will
also be relegated to
Division One.

From the Supervisor of Elections.
Issue 99: Fixed, ﬁnally
It took a long time, but eventually
the electoral office has resumed the
printing of National Identification
Cards as of the 15th July, 2019. We
promise to do all in our power to
ensure that such a situation is never
repeated.
We thank the public for its patience;
and we thank them for their impatience too, as their constant agitated
enquiries helped to make the point
about the significance of the electoral office and the electoral processes.
We also thank our technicians for
their dedication, for working into
the wee hours of morning, for extending their stays, for testing and
re-testing until we got it right.
One reporter enquired how the issuance of cards impacts the fairness of elections. It doesn’t really.
While the NIC is the final step in
the registration process, the card in
and of itself is merely a facilitation
to voting and not a requirement for
voting. The law allows other means

to be used to certify the identity of a
voter who presents at a polling station on polling day. I also saw those
other means being used in Jamaica
during their last elections and also
in the Bahamas.
We apologise for the inconvenience
(did I spell it correctly?) caused,
but really, how was the public inconvenienced with regards to voting and fairness? No election took
place, registration was taking place
and 960 voters were activated to
full voting status. The most immediate inconveniences were to
financial transactions, proof of
identity was made more difficult
and inter-regional travel may have

been affected. This is the value of Too many persons do not update
the NIC to the public during elec- their addresses when they relocate. Indeed, when an objection is
tion intervals.
made and upheld, the card ought to
We are happy that the card has be surrendered as most objections
found value, and perhaps it ought are based on incorrect addresses.
to be more valued by those persons Indeed, controversial as this may
who demand a new card because seem, no one who is not on the regthey don’t like their picture any- ister should be in possession of a
more. We are also concerned about National Identification Card. They
the number of cards that are re- should be surrendered. They should
ported lost – more than 30 in Nevis also be returned to the office when
for the year to date. If your card the registrant passes away.
is stolen or lost, it helps to bring
a police report, but we require a 2 Besides, if you have reported a card
month wait to see if the card shows lost and subsequently find it, please
up. Sometimes they do. Barbados return the old one to the Office. Do
enhances its voter card value by not hold on to both. That is a feature
charging a $25.00 fee for lost de- we will also be tracking as during
faced or destroyed cards, except for the last NIA elections, persons were
persons who are over 65 years old. discovered holding two cards, and
attempted to vote twice. That is to
Do we need to consider this?
be actively discouraged.
As important as the NIC is, some
financial institutions do not accept Anything less than one person, one
it, claiming unreliability of the vote in the right place will be unfair
stated address as the cause. They to all. Please help us by doing the
are right about the address issue. right thing at all times.
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St. Kitts to participate in digital
currency pilot programme
By Kenichi Serino

St. Kitts and Nevis will
be one of four countries to participate in a
pilot project for digital
currency the Eastern
Carribean
Central
Bank (ECCB) hopes
will lower financial
costs and encourage
business.
The digital currency
will be issued by
ECCB and be set at an
exchange rate equal to
the existing EC dollar.
Plans for the currency
were initially launched
in March with research
and planning to be done
for one year. The pilot
using the actual digital
currency is expected to
begin around March of
next year and will also
include Antigua and
Barbuda, Grenada, St.
Lucia and St. Vincent
and the Grenadines.
The selection of these
four countries was
based on interest from
local financial institutions, according to the
ECCB.
“As we speak there are
several central banks
around the world which
are seriously considering central bank
digital
currencies,”
said ECCB Governor
Timothy Antoine.
“I think one of the
reasons why central
banks are getting very
involved in this space
is because they recognise the real benefits to
be had from a digital
currency on the payment side, payment
efficiency,
financial
inclusion, reducing the
use of physical cash
and those are our main
motivations.”

entities through “mining” and are not regulated or backed by any
authority.
“We will be the source
of the sole authority of
issuing the currency.
There is no mining like
what exists with cryptocurrencies. We’ll also
be focusing on payments and transfers in
the ECCU,” said ECCB
Research
Officer
Kieran St. Omer.
“You’ll be able to
transfer funds, it may
be direct, you’ll no longer need the use of a
bank or wonder where
are your funds,” said
St. Omer.
The holding and transfer of funds will be
done through the use of
a “digital wallet” which
can be downloaded into
a smartphone as an app.
The money is tracked
using blockchain technology which acts as
a ledger verifying the
funds.

ECCB Research Officer Kieran St. Omer explains a pilot programme for digital currency due to be implemented in St.
Kitts and Nevis next year

“We’re going to leverage digital wallets as
the payment mechanism under which that
digital asset will be
able to transfer from
one person to another,”
said ECCB Advisor
Sybil Welsh.
Giving an example of
how it would work,
Welsh said that a customer holding digital
EC dollars in a digital
wallet could make a
purchase from a merchant also equipped
with a digital wallet.
The merchant would
charge the customer
as per usual but would
then give the customer
a code indicating what
they should pay. The
customer will confirm
the amount in their
phone, which will then
be deducted from their
digital wallet and added to the merchants.

Antoine
said
the
ECCB’s digital currency would be different
from cryptocurrencies
which, though they
are also digital, are
created by private Antoine said part of the

ECCB Governor Timothy Antoine.

bank’s long term goal
of reducing the use
of cash by 50 percent
and checking by 80
percent. He said that
some existing banking
and credit services are
expensive and digital
currency could alleviate this.
“We believe with a
digital platform we
are able to lower those
costs and give the customer faster, cheaper

access in more opportunity,” said Antoine.

services.

Antoine reiterated that
“We want to see trans- the ECCB’s digital
formed economies,” currency would not
be like cryptocurrensaid St. Omer.
cies such as Bitcoin
Antoine and Welsh which have been the
said that the digi- subject of concern for
tal currency and the the bank due to their
ECCB’s digital wallet lack of regulation and
was also not meant to speculative nature.
compete with commercial banks, but “There’s also real coninstead would com- cerns about cryptocurplement their existing rencies as they are.

They are unregulated,
they are not issued by
a Central Bank, the
value fluctuates and
people could get hurt
and have gotten hurt,”
said Antoine.
“So while it is true
that some people have
made quite a bit of
money with Bitcoin it
is also true that some
people have lost a lot
of money.”
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Liburd can step up
at Alabama says
former coach
By Loshaun Dixon

The former coach of standout St.
Kitts and Nevis long jumper Kristal
Liburd believes the athlete has what
is takes to succeed after she was recently awarded a full scholarship at
the University of Alabama.
Liburd has been a student athlete at
New Mexico Junior College for the
past two years. She was one of the
school’s top athletes, breaking multiple school records and winning
numerous awards. But Llewlyn
Pyke, her former coach at the
Charles E Mills secondary school,
believes she is destined to push on
and improve.
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SKN U23 in epic
Olympic upset

should have been at a big school in
the beginning. She has her mindset
on that.”
Pyke said that she told him that she
will start at Alabama in August “so
by that time she should be ready to
go hit the road and excel.”
Pyke also recalled her going to
the world junior championships
in Ukraine, saying that one of her
goals was to become an Olympian.
“We would see if she is working toward that,” Pyke said.

Liburd also was named the 2018
NJCAA Women’s Indoor National
Athlete of the Year Award and in
that year contributed 18 team points
“I could tell you that she is mentally to her team at the NJCAA Indoor
strong she would set her mind to a Track & Field Championships.
task and work until it’s done,” Pyke
Liburd is a former CARIFTA gold
said.
medalist in the long jump, a feat she
Liburd currently holds records in the accomplished in 2015 on home
long jump and triple jump at New soil at the Kim Collins Athletic
Mexico Junior College and won the stadium the last time the games
2019 Female Athlete Of The Year were held in St. Kitts in 2015.
and the Regional West Women’s She bounced back from a disappointing performance the night
Field Athlete Of The Year.
before in the triple jump to win
Pyke coached Liburd for about six gold with a jump of 6.11 metres.
years as a student and said he was
confident she could make the leap She has a long jump best of 6.43
to a Division One school and can go metres and a triple jump best of
12.67 metres and has represented
“as far as she wants”.
St. Kitts and Nevis at many re“After I heard the news, I spoke gional and international junior
with her and she seems happy and meets.
I told her it can’t just end there, she
now has to prove to people who The Observer tried to contact
doubted that she will be there, that Liburd and officials from the
beyond a shadow of a doubt that University of Alabama and was
she belongs there,” said Pyke. “She unsuccessful.

File photo of Kristal Liburd at 2018 World Junior Championships in Ukraine.

St. Kitts and Nevis’ U23 Men’s team pose for a photo ahead of action against Jamaica
on Sunday

minute when Geovanni Lake beat
the goal keeper with with a low
strike from 12 yards for his third
It was an upset of epic proportions goal of the tournament after bagas the tiny St. Kitts and Nevis U23 ging a brace against Dominica.
team eliminated Jamaica from the
CONCACAF Men’s Olympic qual- St. Kitts and Nevis head coach Earl
ifying first round after playing to a Jones told media after the event that
1-1 draw at the Anthony Spaulding his team wanted to prove a point
Sports Complex in Jamaica on
“Our families back home are very
Sunday.
proud. We don’t even have a proThe St. Kitts and Nevis team also fessional league back home, so
defeated Dominica of Friday, 4-0, the players decided to come here
topping the three-team group after to prove a point, and they really
did.” His Jamaican counterpart,
Guyana dropped out.
Donovan Duckie felt his side
According to a report in The underestimated the teams in the
Jamaica Gleaner on Sunday both competition.
teams were even in the first half,
with St Kitts and Nevis playing with “It’s time to wake up and stop
a lot of belief. They said that the thinking of yesteryear. Yesteryear,
Jamaican team did create multiple Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago
opportunities but were not clinical were the dominant sides. But
in finishing until they grabbed the football has evolved,” he said.
lead when Nicque Daley latched on The St. Kitts and Nevis Football
Association said in a statement
to a loose ball and slotted home.
following the match that it was
Following the half time break, a historic night for St. Kitts and
Jamaica’s Daley and Alex Marshall Nevis football as the Federation
had good chances but squandered U20 females also won their group
in a tournament held in St. Kitts
those opportunities.
and Nevis to also move on in
St Kitts and Nevis got back into the their CONCACAF competition.
game with the equaliser in the 56th
By Loshaun Dixon
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Commonwealth enables governments
to collaborate on practical action
to tackle devastating impact of
climate change on people’s lives
It has been almost two years since I sat in a security plane flying over the once familiar, but then
almost unrecognisable, terrain of Dominica - the
country of my birth.
I was on my way from Barbuda where Hurricane
Irma had caused unimaginable destruction, forcing a complete evacuation of the island. It is hard
to describe the gut-wrenching effect of watching
acres of utter devastation unfold before my eyes.
Hurricane Maria’s ferocity had claimed lives,
demolished the country’s GDP and completely
changed landscapes, turning villages into wastelands, bulldozing mountainsides, and even stripping the bark from trees.
But it is not just in the Caribbean that natural disasters linked to climate change are rising in number and intensity. In widely varying locales and
environments around the globe, we see the scars
of droughts, freak storms, hurricanes, cyclones,
floods, mudslides and rising sea levels. In 2018
alone, natural disasters claimed more than 5,000
lives and resulted in 28.9 million people needing to
receive emergency assistance or humanitarian aid.
These events have brought far deeper awareness
of the issues at stake, triggering street protests,
generating new hashtag trends, and prompting
widespread popular concern and urgent debate
in parliaments. When Commonwealth Heads of
Governments met in April last year, it was evident
that everyone around the table recognised climate
change as a serious threat.
With the Atlantic hurricane season again imminent,
countries are bracing themselves for the possibility
of disaster, and considering strategies to withstand
or mitigate the impacts of the escalating climate
crisis. Yet with heavy question marks hanging over
commitment to multilateral collaboration, there are
added threats to the ability of the governments that
need it most to leverage in really effective ways the
full benefits that international cooperation brings.
The range of perspectives and collective support
that intergovernmental organisations such as the
Commonwealth bring to the fight against climate
change can too easily be taken for granted, and
the transformational opportunities they are able to
unlock - particularly for the most vulnerable and
marginalised tends to be overlooked. An example
of this, in which the Commonwealth has clearly
demonstrated its value, is the facilitating of financing for climate action.
There are hundreds of billions of dollars, as much
as USD 681 billion in 2016, earmarked for initiatives related to climate change, including for ocean
preservation projects, to have fewer CO2-emitting
vehicles on the road, and for boosting renewable
energy options. Many Commonwealth members are eager to take advantage of these funding

expertise.
Our experts have also created a number of DIY
resources in the form of implementation toolkits.
Along with our training programmes, these help
countries build the skillsets they need to create
strong and effective programmes that satisfy donor
requirements. One such tool is our Commonwealth
Disaster Risk Finance Portal which is currently
under development. The portal is designed to help
member states navigate the complex and growing
provision of disaster finance. As well as helping
governments to find what disaster finance instruments are available, the portal will assist them with
identifying those that are most suited to their particular needs and circumstances.
Our Commonwealth approach has always been to
cooperate in exchanging among regions and at all
levels of development experience gained through
practical action. To assist in this, we issue technical
papers to update small states on case studies and responses that have or have not proved to be effective
in strengthening disaster preparedness, response
and recovery.
In 2018, we undertook a comparative analysis of
the experience of Dominica and Vanuatu with distreams, but are finding it difficult to cut through saster risk reduction and management, particularly
the red tape and comply with the onerous criteria in the cases of Cyclone Pam and Hurricane Erika.
Both countries embody similar geographical, social
and conditions tied to the funding.
and economic characteristics and vulnerabilities.
However, since we launched our Climate Finance
Access Hub in 2017, a Commonwealth initiative The main lessons from this analysis reinforced the
which deploys specialists to ministries to assist importance of (i) strong macroeconomic foundawith funding applications, we have helped coun- tions, (ii) mainstreaming and implementation of
tries in Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific to ac- disaster risk reduction and management strategies
cess USD 25.3 million, with a further USD 367.4 and (iii) having provisional financing arrangements
in place. Our experts presented these findings to
million in the pipeline.
23 small states at the fifth Commonwealth Global
We have also been focused on how to help coun- Biennial Conference on Small States.
tries make the best use of development assistance.
Preliminary research by the Commonwealth shows Deeper awareness of how our action or inaction
that between 2010 and 2016, small states failed to will affect the future of our planet is now firmly
utilise $4.5 billion of development assistance made embedded in Commonwealth engagement at every
level. This was clear when our member governavailable
ments adopted the Commonwealth Blue Charter
In fact, there are a myriad examples of unused last year, which includes commitments to rid the
funds being returned to donors because small and ocean of plastic, and to ensure its resources are
vulnerable member states were not able to draw used in ways that do not cause further damage to
down and use them, mainly because of lack of ca- sea life.
pacity and coordination for the implementation of
By taking coordinated collective action, the nations
developmental projects.
of the Commonwealth can accelerate the mobilisaThe issue is one of the most challenging ob- tion of international efforts that are the only hope
stacles facing our smaller and less-resourced if we are to prevent further detrimental human immember states, and is a powerful example of the pact on the delicate natural balance of our planet.
key role multilateral organisations including the It is our duty to ensure that our children and our
Commonwealth have in helping member coun- children’s children have clean air to breathe, can
tries to address climate change. Intergovernmental benefit from a healthy ocean, and are able to live
bodies such as the Commonwealth Secretariat are sustainably and in harmony with a diverse and
able to serve as ‘consultants of choice’ for member thriving range of animal and plant life in our
states, offering cost-effective access to in-house ocean and on our common earth.
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New Rotary District Governor
to start visits at home
By Kenichi Serino

New Rotary Club
District
Governor
Trevor Blake, only the
second person from
St. Kitts to have that
role, started his official
visits to the region’s
clubs this week by going to the one closest
to home--the Rotary
Club of St. Kitts.
“Most of the district
governors are only a
short drive [to their
clubs], so this is my
chance to be on par
with them,” joked
Blake.
The rest of the visits
will be longer jaunts.
Blake was officially
installed as district
governor of Rotary
International District
7030 last month. It
includes 72 Rotary
Clubs spread out over
a large area, through
the islands to the south
as well as two South
American countries.
“It’s a tall order. I
thought it would be

Rotary International Director General Trevor Blake meets with members of the Rotary Club of St. Kitts on Thursday.

good to start with my
home club. I thought
symbolically it’d be
best to start at home,”
said Blake. “The district governor’s official visit is one of
the major points of
the Rotary year. It is

the time when he or
she visits the clubs
and the objective is to
motivate the club and
membership to pursue
the goals of Rotary.”

their strategies and offer the support of the
district.

According to Blake,
in a typical visit, the
district governor will
Blake said this was meet the local assisalso a time to discuss tant governor who will

escort him on a protocol
visit to the head of government. There would
then be a meeting with
the club’s board of directors “ensuring everything is on board
and can withstand
scrutiny. The idea of
accountability is very
important to Rotary
internationally.”
Blake said that visits
have to be done in the
next year, however,
most district governors
complete these in the
first six months but
this would be unlikely
for his region due to
travel time.

coming,’ he said.
Rotary Club of St.
Kitts President Rhon
Boddie said they were
looking forward to
their meeting with
Blake and discuss their
plans for “enhancing”
public awareness of
Rotary on St. Kitts.
“We intend to erect
four billboards around
the island highlighting
the events and activities that we’ve done
in the past and plant to
do in the future,” said
Boddie.

This would be in addition to existing projects
“It is almost impos- including for diabetes
sible in our situation,” and prostate screenhe said. Instead, Blake ing as well as their
said his goal was to “signature project” of
complete all the vis- every year handing out
its by the start of the dictionaries to every
district conference in Grade 3 student in the
Federation.
April of next year.
“The conference is the
high point of the year
when each club is represented at the district
and at that time each
should have seen the
district governor and
discussed the year

Boddie said the Rotary
Club was also planning fundraisers and
are considering bringing back two lapsed
events, Pork and Beer
Fest and the Cowboy
Party.
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Youth Empowerment Department
Opens 36th Annual Summer Camp
The Department of
Youth Empowerment
officially opened its
36th Annual Summer
Residential
Camp
Monday.

why you are here, is to
grow and develop as
positive, well-rounded, straight-thinking,
capable young people,
who we would encourage and prepare to
make the right decisions to ensure, as far
as possible, your own
success in life,” he told
the 8 to 16-year-old
boys and girls.

The week-long event,
under the theme:
“Empowering
Our
Youth to Manifest
Their Gifts,” promises the approximately
150 participants a
fun-filled, educational Airbrushing, baking
and cooking, clothing
programme.
and design, cosmetolActing Director of ogy, dancing (African
Youth Empowerment, and salsa), drumming
Pierre Liburd, wel- (African and marching
comed campers and band), film making,
noted that volunteers music, painting, phohave invested hundreds tography, bag making,
of hours to the plan- hair braiding, fruit dening and design phase sign, and pageantry are
of the programme, as justr some of the disciwell as the physical plines to be offered
transformation of the
Beach Allen Primary Deputy Prime Minister
School to a comfort- and Minister of Youth,
Shawn
able and secure camp Honourable
site to promote learn- Richards, told the paring. “The purpose of ticipants that they will
this camp, the reason be exposed to values

such as honesty, respect,
responsibility, loyalty, discipline,
teamwork, kindness,
and reverence ,as
well as to skills that
will serve them for a
lifetime. He also explained that the value
of
person-to-person
contact should not be

overlooked.
“You will be given the
opportunity to take a
break from technologies such as televisions, cell phones and
the internet, thus allowing you to rediscover
your creative powers
and engage with real

people,
experiences
and real emotions,
while participating in
real activities,” Deputy
PM Richards stated.
“In essence, you will
be immersed in the actual world where you
will get to appreciate
what is real, genuine

and non artificial
Other
activities
planned include a hike,
a gospel night concert,
sports day, a jingle and
skit competition, field
trips, a talent show and
more. The 36th Annual
Summer Residential
Camp ends on Sunday.

Need for new elections chair
in Guyana ‘urgent’: CCJ
The Caribbean Court of
Justice earlier this month issued a declaration and order
the president of Guyana and
opposition leader appoint a
new chair to that country’s
election commission.

embark upon and conclude
the process of appointing a
new GECOM Chairman.”
Since the Court’s decision,
the Chairman of GECOM
voluntarily submitted his
resignation.

The CCJ had issued the dec- Regarding the no-confidence
larations on two sets of cases. motion, the CCJ noted that
there is clear guidance in
One having to do with the Article 106 of Guyana’s
appointment of the chair Constitution on what should
of the
Guyana Election happen next.
Commission (GECOM) and
the other on a no-confidence The Court stated, “upon the
vote passed last December passage of a vote of no conin the Guyana National fidence, the article requires
the resignation of the Cabinet
Assembly.
including the President.
On the first case, the CCJ
urged that, as a matter of The article goes on to state,
the greatest public impor- among other things, that
tance, “the president and the notwithstanding its defeat,
Leader of the Opposition the government shall remain
should, as soon as possible, in office and that an election

shall be held “within three
months, or such longer period as the National Assembly
shall by resolution supported
by not less than two-thirds
of the votes of all the elected
members of the National
Assembly determine”.
The Court noted that the filing of the court proceedings
in January, challenging the
validity of the no-confidence
vote, effectively placed matters on pause. The Court reminded, however, that it had
rendered its decision on June
18 of this year.
As to the precise orders it
should make, the CCJ cautioned that it is not, “the
role of the Court to establish a date on, or by which,
the elections must be held”.
Article 106 is clear and it

should be followed. The CCJ
did express the view that it is
expected that the government
will continue as a caretaker
for the affairs of the county
but that in light of its caretaker
role it should be restrained in
the use of its legal authority.

elections.

The declarations follow
separate judgements made
on June 18, in separate judgments, where the Court had
concluded that the chairman of the Guyana Election
Commission had been invalIn the matter concerning the idly appointed and that the
GECOM Chairman, the CCJ no-confidence motion was
noted that since the chair- validly passed. The Court
man in question had already
left office, it was unneces- held a hearing on June 24th
sary to issue any orders on to determine whether there
was consensus on the way
this point.
forward but, as there was
However, it was the Court’s no consensus, the CCJ then
view that the appointment ordered the attorneys in
process of a new Chairman both cases to make written
should be embarked upon submissions.
with “the utmost urgency”
in light of the CCJ’s decision The CCJ said that those subin the no-confidence motion missions from counsel were
cases which has triggered useful and were fully considthe need for fresh general ered by the Court.
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Bureau of Standards to Adopt
New Labelling Standards
St. Kitts and Nevis
Bureau of Standards
is set to adopt a new
labelling standard by
late August, Head of
Standardization
and
Chemist Jermine Mike,
said Thursday.
The labelling standard
has been depicted in a
graphic for ease of reference so the public can
be fully informed before
it passes into law, said
Mr. Mike. “We will be
using [the graphic] as a
reference nationally to
eventually govern the
labelling of food, that
is, pre-packaged food,”
he said. “We want to
give people the information before it becomes
regulation so that they
can make the necessary
adjustments to their labels, whether locally or
internationally, so that
when the time comes to
govern, it is not so much
of a burden on other
people such as vendors,
distributors, retailers and concerns to the Bureau and if anyone would like
to go and check it they
of Standards.
importers.
can go to Government
“Standards are a precur- “We are putting this out Headquarters at the
sor to regulation, and and we are inviting any St. Kitts and Nevis
Service
when it comes to putting questions persons may Information
things in law there are have,” he said. “They (SKNIS). We will also
usually penalties. So, we can contact us at the be publishing it on our
want to make sure that SKNBS at (869) 465- website www.sknbs.org
persons are given am- 5279 or they can write
ple notice and access to in on sknbs@gov.kn. While the labelling stanthe information to vol- What we are trying to do dard for Pre-Packaged
untary conform before here is to fulfill our legal Food is voluntary, Mr.
any standard becomes obligation as mandated Mike said that it is imporby our National Bureau tant to adopt and follow
mandatory,” he added.
of Standards Act that it, as it will soon become
The standards offi- states that we shall pub- law. Locally, this stancer invited the public lish it within the Gazette, dard will affect retailagro-processors,
to express views and which we have done, ers,

bakers, caterers and
more. Internationally, it
will affect food that enters the country without
the necessary requirements, such as using the
English language.
The Bureau of Standards
will also regulate two
pieces of information
regarding the general
requirements for goods:
the country of origin
and the language, which
must be English. “We
have to look at it this way,
when we say that we
are adopting standards

from the Bureau of
Standards perspective,
it is something that is
voluntary, meaning that
you don’t have to comply with it,” he said.
“However,
standards
can quickly become
regulations, and if there
is a necessary need, such
as from a health and environment perspective,
we will regulate. So, to
follow good regulatory
practices, we would first
adopt a standard and
inform the public of the
adoption to invite questions and comments.”

“Standards help manufacturers or distributors, or whomever that
is making and selling
products and services,
to be more recognized
whether it is locally or
internationally,” he said,
explaining the benefits
of adopting the labelling
standards. “It makes it
safe for consumers to
consume, and once you
are following a particular standard, customers
have more confidence
that you are doing something correct.”
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National Assembly expected
to consider Cannabis Bill

The National Assembly is scheduled for a sitting next week, with the Cannabis Bill expected to be part of the agenda.

Government
House
with a forthcoming
Cannabis Bill is exThe
National pected to get a second
Assembly has an- and third reading.
nounced a sitting on
Tuesday to be held at The Cannabis Bill of
By Kenichi Serino

2019 was first introduced in May of this
year, following the
recommendations of
the National Cannabis
Commission. At a
press conference in

early July, Attorney
General Vincent Byron
said that the National
Assembly was preparing for a second and
third reading of the
Cannabis Bill during
the month.
The bill would legalise and create a
framework for the use
of medical cannabis
as well as regulations
for a medical cannabis industry. The bill
would also allow for
limited possession,
use and cultivation
of cannabis for religious purposes. The
bill would also allow
for limited use and
possession at “private
dwellings”.

terms of legislation in
the USA, in Canada
and in Europe,” said
Harris during the May
sitting.
Meanwhile, while the
bill has been moving
through the National
Assembly the issue
of the use of cannabis for religious and
private purposes was
also being ruled on by
the courts.

On May 3, High Court
Judge Eddy Ventose
ruled in an application brought by Ras
Sankofa Maccabbee,
who had been convicted in 2013 for the
cultivation and possession of cannabis.
Ras Sankofa said his
At the time of intro- constitutional rights
ducing the bill, Prime had been infringed
Minister Dr. Timothy upon, as the use of
Harris called the cannabis was part of
move “reformist and his religious practice.
enlightened”.
The court agreed
“I would be among and vacated Ras
those who say that Sankofa’s conviction.
this is a reformist and In the judgement,
enlightened piece of Ventose declared that
legislation that ap- sections of the Drugs
propriately responds Act which made no
to the popular will exemption for the
of our population, use and possession of
and in some ways the cannabis for religious
bill, which we are or purposes or in a
bringing approximate private place violated
similar international the freedom of relidevelopments have gion, conscience and
gone before us in privacy as protected

in the constitution.
“The effects of the
declarations made...
are two-fold. First,
allow the use, possession and cultivation of any amount
of cannabis by an
adult member in the
Rastafari religion for
use in the Rastafari
religion.
Secondly,
they allow the use,
possession and cultivation of cannabis by
an adult in a private
place of any amount
of cannabis for his or
her personal use in
private,” Ventose said
in his judgement.
However,
Ventose
noted that the National
Assembly was considering changing the
law around cannabis
and suspended this
part of his ruling for
90 days to allow the
government to carry
out its own reforms.
“The
National
Assembly has the
power to legislate in
respect of these matters consistent with
this judgment,” said
Ventose. He also
noted that it was up
to government to determine the amount
of cannabis permitted
to be used under the
judgement.
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South-South cooperation
will allow for strengthening
beekeeping in the Caribbean
The Inter-American
Institute
for
Cooperation
on
Agriculture
(IICA),
Argentina and four
Caribbean
countries, including Saint
Kitts and Nevis, will

participate in a regional
South-South
cooperation
project
to strengthen the beekeeping industry in
Caribbean countries
by increasing the productivity of beehives.

Other
participants
include
Barbados,
Dominica and Saint
Lucia. The project, entitled ApiCaribe, will
be developed through
triangular cooperation
between the Ministries

of Agriculture of Caribbean apiculture
the four countries, over the course of
many years and will
Argentina and IICA.
now coordinate the
“ApiCaribe seeks to provision of advisory
foster scientific apicul- services by specialture as an integrated ists from Argentina,
agricultural practice the world’s third largthat allows for improv- est exporter of natural
ing crop productivity, honey.
by supporting pollination and the produc- Due to its rich divertion of honey and other sity of flora and fauna,
beehive products; this, the Caribbean region
in turn, will allow for has great potential for
boosting producers’ in- apiculture.
come and well-being,”
stated Beverly Best, The initial phase will
Director of External be launched in July
and
Institutional 2019, to be implemented over the course
Relations at IICA.
of one year.
Argentine specialists
will facilitate the in- As part of the secstallation of Perone ond phase, the projbeehives, a new va- ect would be scaled
riety of beehives that up to include other
are more productive Caribbean countries
than the Langstroth and would be implebeehives that are tra- mented based on each
specific
ditionally used in the country’s
needs and priorities
Caribbean countries.
with respect to the
IICA has supported development of its

beekeeping industry.
Given its nature, beekeeping requires a
healthy physical environment to thrive; consequently, it serves as
a barometer for nature,
indicating the quality
of air, water, soil, and
sources of pollen and
nectar within a given
space. Additionally,
honey production generates very little waste,
making
apiculture
an ideal industry for
adopting a bioeconomy approach.
Given
Caribbean
countries’ high level
of vulnerability to climate change, as well
as apiculture’s great
potential to generate
socio-economic benefits in rural communities throughout the
region, this project affords a valuable opportunity to guide these
economies
towards
sustainability.
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Nevis’ “Biggest athletic event” this Sunday
By Monique Washington

This
Sunday
the
Mondo Athletic Track
will come alive when
athletes from nine
countries compete for
the second edition of
the Culturama Games
Championships.
The event is slated to
be held at the Mondo
Athletic Track at
Long Point. Speaking
with The Observer on
Tuesday, event organiser Timothy Caines
said the sporting meet
is shaping up to be the
biggest athletic event
in the region.
Nevis, Anguilla, St.
Martin, St. Kitts,
Jamaica,
Antigua,
Monserrat, the United
Kingdom and the
British Virgin Islands
have all produced
teams that will be
competing on Sunday
in the 100, 200, 400,

File photo of athletes competing in the 2018 Culturama Games. 2019’s Culturama games are set for Sunday at the Mondo track.

1200, 1500 meter races, 100 and 400 meter
relay races, shot-put,
javelin, long jump
and high jump events.

and Anguilla alone
and said that the contingent this year is
larger.

Caines said that last
year there was great
participation
from
teams in the region but
not great participation
from the host country
of Nevis. However,
this year that would
be changing.

“Last year the event
gave
the
Vance
Amory International
airport its busiest two
days in the entire year.
Last year we had nine
flights from Anguilla
alone. It is going to be
even larger this year,”
he said.

“Last year’s participation was good. We
got some complaints
that there weren’t
enough Nevis athletes competing,” said
Caines. He said invitations had been issued to local Nevisian
athletes last year but
some chose not to
participate.
“This year however
we have more Nevis
teams with about
30-40 that will be
competing.”
Caines
highlighted
that last year’s event
saw over 150 athletes
coming from Antigua
CMYK

Federation already.
We just need to grow
it and expand it. We
need to get bigger
names in track and
field,” said Caines.
Caines said that if
bigger names in track
and field attend the
event, international
sports networks like
ESPN would follow.

“The island will get
exposure and it will
Caines believes that do well for sports
this event will create tourism,” he said.
a big boost for sports
Caines said that the
tourism in Nevis.
meet attracts athletes
“These persons that because during this
will be coming, they time of year there
will be staying in are not a lot of other
hotels, buying food, athletic events in the
picking up souve- region. He said that
nirs, vendors will be with proper support
able to make some it could become even
money. It is an injec- larger.
tion in the economy,
and it has the poten- “We will have to
tial to really grow,” make certain injections before to get
said Caines.
it started but it will
“This year we will become self-sufficient
have
nine
coun- and become the bigin the
tries
competing… gest event
It is the biggest ath- region.”
letic event in the
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Ambassador Mills leads St. Kitts and Nevis
delegation to Ministerial Meeting of NAM
St. Kitts and Nevis
Ambassador to Cuba,
Her Excellency Verna
Mills, will lead the country’s delegation to the
Ministerial Meeting of the
Non-Aligned Movement
(NAM) to be held in
Caracas, Venezuela July
20-21.

promotion and preservation of multilateralism,
in conformity with the
Charter of the United
Nations and the Bandung
Founding Principles of
the NAM.
A Ministerial Meeting
of the NAM Committee
on Palestine, as well as a
NAM Seminar on Human
Rights
and
Cultural
Diversity, will be convened during the meeting, which will conclude
with the adoption of the
outcome documents of the
meeting.

The meeting, with the
theme “Promotion and
Consolidation of Peace
through
Respect
for
International Law,” will
consider
preparations
for the upcoming 18th
Summit of the NAM Heads
of State and Government,
which will take place in The NAM was instituted
Baku, Azerbaijan, Oct. in 1961 and it has a membership of 120 member
25-26.
states. It is the largest
The meeting will also ex- group of countries outamine the Movement’s side of the UN system.
positions on global is- The NAM advocates and
sues relating to peace and represents the interests of
security, human rights, developing countries.
development, and the

St. Kitts and Nevis Ambassador to Cuba, Her Excellency Verna Mills
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Ministry Of National
Security’s Social
Intervention Programme
Broadened With The Launch
Of The Newtown Explorers

top government officials
such
as
Prime Minister and
Minister of National
Security,
Dr.
the
Honourable Timothy
Harris; Parliamentary
Representative
for
East Basseterre, the
Honourable Ian Patches
Liburd;
Permanent
Secretary
in
the
Ministry of National
The
Newtown Security, Mr. Osmond
National
Explorers
became Petty;
the ninth club to be Security Adviser, (ret.)
launched across St. Major General Stewart
Kitts under the so- Saunders; members of
cial intervention pro- the High Command
gramme, which falls of the Royal St.
under the umbrella of Christopher and Nevis
the ministry’s broader Police Force, as well as
community policing parents, guardians and
other residents of the
initiative.
community.
The club was launched
during a ceremony at The initiative received
the Newtown Playing the full endorsement
Field, which was at- of the Principal of the
tended by a wide- Tucker Clarke Primary
cross
section
of School, Mr. Leslie
persons
including Richardson. Majority
The momentum of the
Ministry of National
Security’s highly successful social intervention programme, the
Explorers Youth Club
initiative, continues to
gain traction as another club, the Newtown
Explorers group, was
officially launched on
Sunday, July 21.

of the near one hundred participants of the
Newtown
Explorers
are students of that
institution.

our young people.”
Meanwhile,
the
Honourable Ian Patches
Liburd singled out the
community policing
team of the police force
and applauded them for
their efforts and work
with the Explorers
Club initiative.

“The large sign up of so
many of our students is
attributed to the youthful curiosity and desire
to engage in something
positive, age appropriate and interesting,” The minister added, “I
believe that commuMr. Richardson said.
nity policing can only
He added, “Let the be successful if there’s
Prime Minister and the input from parents,
Ministry of National residents and [wider]
Security be applauded community and I bethis day for what will lieve what we continue
go down on the records to see unfolding before
as one of its greatest our very eyes is what
student-centered
ar- community policing
senals poised towards ought to be about.”
the development and
strengthening of posi- The launch of the
Explorers
tive mindsets, positive Newtown
attitudes and positive came just a week after
behaviour display to the introduction of the
the end to produce pos- Trinity Explorers on
itive results and solu- July 14, 2019.
tions among and for
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Nevis releases two turtles in
the Tour De Turtle race
to complete a “turtle”
marathon. The Tour de
Turtles competitors will
Spongie and Patches, swim with the goal of
two female Hawksbill being the turtle to swim
Turtles, have been out- the furthest distance
fitted with transmitters during the migration
and will be joining the marathon. You can get
Tour de Turtle (TDT) involved by supportRace which begins on ing a turtle to help raise
awareness about their
August 1.
cause.”
The Tour de Turtle race
first began in 2008 by the Founder of the Nevis
Sea Turtle Conservancy Turtle Group, Lemuel
said
and is geared to be a fun Pemberton,
and educational journey that though the Four
through the science, re- Seasons Resort is cursearch and geography rently closed, the resort
of sea turtle migration still sponsored the two
using satellite telemetry. turtles that were released on Sunday. Local
According to the TDT children chose the
official website, “Tour names for the turtles.
de Turtles will track
individual sea turtles, “Two hawksbill sea turfor approximately three tles were outfitted with
months, as they leave satellite transmitters.
their respective nest- The turtles were tagged
ing beaches and race on the stretch of beach
By Monique Washington

about the threat of illegal sea turtle shell trade.
Currently, there are 17
sea turtles representing
parts of Florida, Cuba,
Costa Rica, Cuba,
Panama and Nevis.
Pemberton said the main
beaches for sea turtle
nests were are at Lovers
Beach, the main beach,
the turtle’s nest, Cades
Bay and Cliffdwellers.
He said that capturing
turtles is illegal between
the nesting period from
February to October.
Stealing turtle eggs
is illegal all year and
One of last year’s turtle contenders in the international Tour de Turtle. This year’s
Nevis competitors will begin their journey on August 1
carries a stiff fine of
$5,000 under penalty
between Cades Bay and by a microprocessor to transmit the informa- of the law.
Cotton Ground,” said which is programmed tion to the satellites
Persons who which to
by a computer before
Pemberton.
it is attached. The pro- Patches will be raising track the turtles can
A small, low wattage gram tells the micro- awareness of climate do so by logging on to
PTTs attached to the processor how to store change while Spongie Tourdeturtles.org.
turtles are controlled information and when will bring awareness
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Planned Mediation
Centre Aims to
Promote Peaceful
Resolutions in
Justice System
A mediation centre
dedicated to promoting peaceful resolutions are part of a
planned
expansion
of legal services with
the construction of
a new annex at the
Sir Lee Llewellyn
Moore Judicial and
Legal Complex in
St. Kitts according
to Minister of Justice
and Legal Affairs and
Attorney General, the
Honourable Vincent
Byron Jr.

centre. [The mediation centre] allows
most matters to go
to mediation to try to
be resolved in terms
of alternate dispute
resolution prior to going to trial so that the
expense of trials, the
ability to resolve disputes between parties
before you have to
take that final step, will
now be handled,” said
the Attorney General.

The comments were
made during an ap“We would expect to pearance on Monday’s
establish a mediation edition of Straight Talk

on Winn FM.
“Earlier this year we
were able to run a very
comprehensive trainAttorney General, the Honourable Vincent Byron
ing session to train
mediators. We were
able to train some 25 Supreme Court to Martson Gibson, for he said. Work contheir presence at the tinues on the Sir Lee
conduct mediation.”
mediators,” he said.
Llewellyn
Moore
training sessions.
Judicial and Legal
Attorney
“The training was The
conducted by the General took the op- “And we wait for Complex, and conEastern
Caribbean portunity to thank the honourable chief struction has begun
Supreme
Court the Honourable Chief justice to produce on the Annex, which
[ECSC] so that those Justice of the Eastern and set down direc- will be situated at
who would have Caribbean Supreme tions for us to be able the former site of the
gone through that Court, Dame Janice to have more of our old electoral office.
training would now Pereira and Barbados’ matters go through The building will
be certified by the Chief Justice, the this process to try also house a third
High Court, by the Honourable Justice and resolve them,” Magistrate Court.
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U20 go from being whooped
to whooping girls
you have to look at
the bigger picture in
terms of the next competition in the next
round when we will
be facing teams like
the USA, Jamaica and
others. When we look
at football we look at
it in the sense of not
just for now but for the
future,” said Hughes.

By Loshaun Dixon

It was only about two
years ago when St. Kitts
and Nevis last hosted
the 2017 CONCACAF
Women’s
U20
Championship--and
were mauled by their
competition on home
soil.

Hughes said that
physically the team
was better than the
competition but work
is needed technically
if they are to be successful in the latter
stages.

That competition saw
the St. Kitts and Nevis
team fail to score a
single goal while conceding 25 goals in
three games including
12-0 and 9-0 losses
to Haiti and Jamaica
respectively.
Fast forward to the
present and the St.
Kitts and Nevis U20
Women’s team has
move out of the
Caribbean phase in
convincing style, moving on to face some
of the better teams
in CONCACAF, and
winning group B of the
U20
Championship
scoring 14 goals in
four games and only
conceding two goals.
This capped off with
4-1 and 4-0 victories
over Barbados and
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines over the
weekend.

St. Kitts and Nevis U20 celebrate after dominating CONCACAF Group B at Warner Park and qualifying for the next
round.

round. I am sure we wrong or couldn’t do.
could have done better, So just with hard work
but we tried our best.” we will get to the point
that we want to be.”
She said that they have
a very strong team She also described
and that “can do great the mood amongst the
things going forward.” camp that has a blend
of local and overseasCaptain Christie-Anne
Mills said she was hap- Mills was however based players.
py how the team has very cautious noting
been able to progress. that they will have to “We are very playful,
improve some areas of but yet serious team.
This time around the “I think we did excel- their game going into We all love each other
young Sugar Girls not lent, compared to the the next phase of the and love to have fun,”
said Mills.
only competed but past tournaments that competition.
dominated the compe- we had when we got
tition, winning all four beat very badly and I “We have time to Head coach of the team
games and scoring at am just proud of them improve, have more Orren Hughes looking
least three goals each by how we have gone practices and work on back at the 4-0 victory
time. They were led by through to the next the things that we did over St. Vincent said
goals from Ellie Stokes
who finished the competition with five goals
including a hat-trick in
the final game versus
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines.

“The
performance
overall was a great one
in terms of the level of
fitness, you can see
we outmuscled, we
outplayed, outran every team we came up
against, so physically
we are well fit,” said
Hughes.

that the team had been
off but found a way to
win convincingly.

“Technically we do
have a little bit of
work to do in some
“We knew they would cases but a general
have come with a plan all-round performance
and that was to play and I think that we are
defensively and our fo- on good feet going
cus was to keep the ball into the next round.”
as much as possible.”
He said going forWhen questioned as to ward they will work
the luxury of winning on strengthening their
4-0 on an “off” night, weaknesses and buildHughes said that the ing on their strengths
performance had to be with the competition
put into context with so far having given
tougher opposition ex- them the opportunity
pected going forward to see where they can
in the competition. improve.
“Yes you can win, but

Attempted Robbery and Assault
in Nevis Under Investigation
the home of the two men at other had what appeared to
approximately 7:30 p.m. on be a knife.
Monday, tied them up and
demanded money.
The assailants searched
the house and then
According to police, two One of the masked men ap- fled the scene, police
masked assailants entered peared to be armed and the said, adding no money
Police are investigating the
July 22 assault and intended
robbery of two males in
New Castle.

about the incident are
asked to contact the
Charlestown
Police
Station by dialing 4695391, their nearest Police
Station or the crime hotAnyone with information line at 707.
or other property was
taken, and no one was
injured during the incident. Investigations are
ongoing.
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